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WHAT'S INSIDE THIS ISSUE?

At the beginning of June, I had the privilege to visit CommunicAsia
in Singapore, number one Telecom exhibition in Asia pre-covid.
This year, probably due to the covid pandemic, exhibitors didn’t
quite find their way back to the show. According to many visitors
who had attended during the past years, only about 10% of the
exhibitors were present this year.

CommunicAsia
Sales Directors' insights

I visited the only 2 operators' stands present this year. Korea
Telecom (picture here) with which I had a very positive
conversation and Telekom Malaysia. As there were also
Broadcasting and Satellite sections as part of AT x Singapore, it was
interesting to see that there was an interest among satellite
communication providers towards a solution that analyses quality
of Wi-Fi traffic. AT&T was hosting a lunch, which provided a great
networking opportunity. Industry 4.0 was a visible theme at
CommunicAsia: How everything gets connected and how
important part 5G will play as part of the industrial revolution
towards digitalization.
Nonetheless a good opportunity to connect with the Asian market.
Hopefully next year we will see exhibitors and attendees as big as
before the pandemic. See you in Singapore in 2023. Book a
meeting with me or a demo anytime and visit our website.
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Missing coverage?
Spot the network black spots
Mobile coverage is estimated with simulations and planning
tools. These work quite well and give a decent estimate for
the basis of deploying a wireless network. Once deployed, a
lot of testing needs to be done to verify the outcome.
Yet, the world we live in is not always as easily modelled as
we might think. Radio signals propagate in ways that might
be quite different from the plans. The tilt and direction of
the antennas in the tower have a direct relationship with
the service the customers receive.
Outdoors the landscape and buildings affect the effective
coverage. For indoors, the size of the building, the
construction materials and the location of the user within
the building (e.g. deep inside the building or in a basement)
impact how well the signal is received by a mobile device.
In this article, we discuss these challenges, and how
Netradar can solve these issues.
Any coverage missing?
In Hollywood movies, we can sometimes see a scene where
a person needs to make a call for help but the mobile phone
simply says “No signal” or the like. In real life this should not
happen that often, but it still does.
The Netradar SDK (SW component of just 400KB) has a
feature to detect when the mobile phone does not have any
cellular signal. The SDK then stores information about this
location and pushes the data to the backend. We can also
include data about other providers in the area that did have
a signal available if the SIM operator did not. This allows
gathering real data about black spots in your network and
fixing issues before they also create a Hollywood moment.
4G missing.
According to the latest Cisco Annual Internet Report, 4G
coverage is today the dominant cellular technology. 3G
comes second and 5G will slowly grow its role. Thus, for
many years to come, people will rely on 4G to meet their
daily needs and feed the traffic to their apps.

Netradar collects the
radio details
periodically and
when people use the
data connection.
We build coverage
maps to show where
3G is the dominant
radio technology and
where 4G rules.

4G coverage is estimated with planning tools and verified
in the field as much as possible. The final judge will be
those customers whose mobile phones then try to connect
to 4G, if available. In developed countries, 4G should cover
all major cities, towns and highways. Yet, often when
moving in rural areas, 3G is the fastest technology
available.
Netradar collects the radio details periodically and when
people use the data connection. We build coverage maps
to show where 3G is the dominant radio technology and
where 4G rules. This data can be compared automatically
with the maps generated by planning tools to see where
the simulations failed and 4G coverage is not available in
reality.
Yet, connecting to 4G does not necessarily mean a high
speed connection. We all know that radio signal quality
gives an upper bound to the possible bit rate available to
the customer, but not the lower bound. Network capacity
can run out and lead to very bad effective speeds.
We must remember that simply seeing a low speed on a
device does not mean the network is at fault; the low
speed can also be caused by the content servers
themselves. This is an absolutely critical differentiating
factor in how Netradar can analyze the data connectivity
compared to any other solution on the market. In addition
to the availability and quality of the radio signal, we also
analyze the effective capacity and how well it meets the
customers’ needs. Continue reading
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THE SOLUTION
Actionable Netradar hybrid measurement
technology enables mobile operators to take
concrete and decisive actions.
Quantity: Huge amount of data (100010000 times more than competition can
offer).
Quality: Relevant data showing how
customers are being really served. We do
not infer performance issues, because we
know.
Unique features not available from
anywhere else: capacity issues, indoor
performance, missing coverage, true latency.
Visual Dashboard with latency views and
anomaly detector (Netradar AI automatically
shows bigger challenges that need fixing).

THE NETRADAR TEAM
Netradar is a Finnish-based technology company established in
2017. We increase customer satisfaction by helping operators
world-wide to identify poor mobile network experiences. With
real, daily customer data, we steer operators to focus their
investments where it matters the most for their customers
We are an international team of telecom professionals with over
100 years combined experience. We understand technology and
we understand consumer experience.
All we want is for you to become a leader within your industry:
Let’s raise the bar together!

WWW.NETRADAR.COM

COMING SOON
Critical Communications World

Vienna 21-23 June 2022
WHY MOBILE OPERATORS
SHOULD MEET NETRADAR?
Netradar is a wireless network analytics
solution revealing how mobile customers
truly perceive the services operator is
offering. Netradar has delivered State
Security Networks Group of Finland an
end-to-end solution for measuring mobile
broadband network performance and for
capturing customer feedback.
Insights are used to further improve
service performance towards customers.
Let’s meet in Vienna and think how we can
raise the bar together.

Read more on our
website

Book a meeting
jukka.hieta@netradar.com

COMING UP NEXT
Webinar 16th June 2022 (10 AM+ 5 PM EEST)

Real Latency in Wireless Networks

In this webinar, you’ll learn:
How to properly measure the latency in a wireless network
How network coverage and capacity affect latency
Use new metrics for your decision making process
Filter and analyze data to find your key pain points
Use automation to enhance your daily tasks

REGISTER HERE
STAY TUNED AND CONTACT US FOR A FREE DEMO

